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The ion-molecule reactions of C C P) with ethane, ethylene and

acetylene in the gas phase have been investigated over a projectile energy

ranging from a few eV to 100 eV. ons with one, two, and three carbon--4
. atoms and varying number of hydrogen atoms were 05served.  The behavior

.;

of the cross sections as a function of kinetic energy of the incident

ion was used to infer reaction mechanism.  The energetics of the processes

were the most dominant parameters determining:the. courses of.Ithe. reactions.
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Introduction

+
A number of ion-molecule reactions involving C  and simple targets

have been studied.1-7 In addition., the ion-molecule reactions of C 

89
with the methyl halides have been investigated by P. S. Wilson, et al. '

-  Very few ion-molecule reactions of C  with more complex targets have been

studied.  Pohlet, et al .have irradiated solid targets of benzene with   C10,11 14 +

ions  and have observed the various products, and Wilson and Koski12 have observed

the gas phase reaction of C  with benzene and found ionic products containing
+

from one to seven carbon atoms. In the references cited in which C  reactions

were investigated in the gas phase, the cross sections were measured as a

function of ion kinetic energy.  These measurements enabled the investigators

to infer the reacti6n mechanism.  Hydride ion and hydrogen atom transfers were

found to be common processes.  CH3 ' halide. ion, halogen

atom, and CH3 pickup were found to be dominant modes of reaction wherever

permitted by the energetics of the processes.  In.this report, the reactions of C 

in the ground state are extended to target molecules of ethane, ethylene,

and acetylene.  Ionic products containing one, two, and three carbon atoms

and varying number of hydrogen atoms are observed for energies ranging

from a few eV to about 100 eV.  The energetics of the processes
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appear to determine the course of the reactions.

Experimental

1

The tandem mass spectrometer used in this investigation has

13,14
i been described previously. It consists of two magnetic mass spectro-

meters in series.  The first is a 180° magnetic sector instrument with a

1-cm radius of curvature.  The secondary mass spectrometer, which analyzes.

the products extracted from the reaction chamber, is a 60° magnetic sector

instrument with an 8 in. radius of curvature.  The pressure measurements

in the reaction chamber were made with an MKS Baratron. Detection was made

with a 17 stage electron multiplier.  Single ion counting techniques were

used.  The C  ions were produced by electron bombardment of CO.  The

conditions2 were such that the C  ions were in the ground state (2P).

Results and Discussion

Endotbermic ion-molecule reactions have cross sections which rise

from some threshold value, go through a maximum, and then decline with

i kinetic energy of the bombarding ion.  The cross sections of exothermic ion-

molecule reactions, on the other hand, generally fall with increasing kinetic

energy of the bombarding ions.  This behavior has been used in this study

to infer the exo or endothermicity of a particular reaction.  This rationale,

of course, cannot be used indiscriminately since there are a few exceptions

to the above rules.
15

+,2The'Feactions of C i P) with ethane, ethylene, and acetylene in

the gas phase give rise to ionic products containing one, two, and three

carbon atoms.  Fig. 1 gives the variation of the cross section for the
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+
production of two carbon ions with the C  ion laboratory kinetic energy

for the reaction of C  with ethane.  The product corresponding to the parent

ion, C2H6 , clearly arises from a charge transfer process.  This reaction

16
gives a typical cross section behavior of an endothermic reaction (-0.238 eV).

]                          In  the low energy region, the C2Hs   ion  is  the most abundant ion.in·:the, .2 carbon
+

ion series arising from ethane.  The variation of the cross section with C

ion energy is typical  of an exothermic ion-molecule >reaction.   The most

likely reaction leading to this product is hydride ion transfer which is

exothermic by 2.14 eV

C  + C2H6 + C2H5+ +
CH AH  =  2.14  eV

The cross sections vs energy curves for the ions C2H4 , C2H3 ,

and C2H2  behave in a similar manner, i.e. they fall at low energies and

then flatten off to a plateau.  They are exothermic reactions, and it is

tempting to assign them a related mechanism namely H2- transfer followed

by dissociation.  An argument against this interpretation is the calculated

+endothermicity of the reaction producing C2 {3

C+ + C2H6 + CH2 + C2H4 
'AH = 2.81 eV

+ CH2 + H +·C2H3 
= -0.15

CH2 + H2 + C2H2 
= 0.03

An alternate mechanism for the three reactions is CH2' CH3 and

CH4 pickup.

C  + C2H6 + C2H4  + CH2
AH = 2.78
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+ C2H3+ + CH3
. = 4.71

+ C2H2+ + CH4 = 4.84

: A dissociative hydride ion transfer to form CH with the appropriate

"                 ions is ruled out since all of the reactions are endothermic.  Dissociative

! charge transfer for the second and third reactions in this series can

also be ruled out by the endothermicity of such processes  (Table 1).

However, the possibility of forming C2H4  by dissociative charge transfer

cannot be ruled out since such a process would be exothermic by 0.58 eV

as calculated from existing thermodynamic data.

The production of C2H  in this series is typical of an endothermic

reaction.  Its cross section is small, and the yield goes through a broad

maximum and is unobservable above 40 eV.

The three carbon and one carbon ion yields from the reaction

of C+ with ethane are given in Fig. 2.  The ions C3H6 , C3H5 , and C3H4 

do not appear in detectable amounts possibly because of the high exo-

thermicities (8.0, 6.2 and 5.7 eV respectively) of the processes which

leadto their production. Such large amounts of internal energy shorten

the lifetimes of these ions to such an extent that they are much shorter

than the transit times in our instrument and, hence, are not detected.

C H   and C H  , the processes for which are exothermic by 4.5 and 1.98 eV33 32
respectively, decline monotonically whereas (3H , which is endothermic

: by 1.8 eV, rises from a threshold and then falls.  The cross sections

for these three-carbon ions fall below a measurable value when the
+

projectile (C ) ion energy approaches 20 eV in the laboratory system.
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The (3  ion was not observed probably because of the high endothermicity

(3.0 eV) of the process by which it can be produced.  The general behavior

of the cross sections of these three-carbon ions suggests that complex

formation is the mechanism by which they are formed, and the high excitation

energy results in successive decomposition of the various ions to give rise
.

to the observed species.

This conclusion is experimentally supported by our measurements

since in our instrument we can readily determine if the product ion has a

significant amount of kinetic energy in the beam direction (as it would

have for a direct mechanism) by its behavior with repeller voltage.
13,14

This also is compatible with the indication that ion-molecule systems which

have a larger number of degrees of freedom are more likely to form persistent

17
complexes as intermediates than ones that have a few degrees of freedom.

In the low energy region, CH3  is the most abundant single carbon

ion formed in these reactions with C2H6.  It is produced by an exothermic

process, hence, cannot result from dissociative charge transfer (-2.32 eV),

nor hydride (H-) transfer (-3.67) or H2- transfer (-3.67 eV); but it can

arise from complex formation with successive dissociation or it can arise

from carbanion (CH3-), abstraction which is exothermic by 3.7 eV.  The CH2 
+

ion yield is very similar to that of CH3 ' both of which become undectable

' when the C  ion energy reaches 40 eV.  The slope of the curve indicates it is

an exothermic process.  Again dissociative charge transfer, hydride ion trans-

fer, or H2- transfer are ruled out since they are endothermic.  However, it

is to be noted C  +C H  + CH2  + C2HZ: is exothermic (2.83 eV) so it is a26

i
possible source of the CH2  ion.  The similarity of the CH2  cross section

curve to CH3  suggests that CH2  formation results from dissociative complex

formation, and it is the high energy successor to the three carbon products.
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The cross section for production of CH  has a threshold, and it

is expected to be endothermic (0.6 eV).  Initially, it is lower than a   +
CH  '

2

but as the kinetic energy of the C  ion increases, aCH+ exceeds aCH +' and

it goes through a broad maximum.  The only process that appears to be

compatible with this behavior is H atom pickup, and the apparent threshold

is not incompatible with this conclusion.  Other processes such as charge

transfer, hydride ion pickup or H2- pickup followed by dissociation to CH 

are ruled out since they would be much more endothermic and, consequently,

would exhibit a much higher threshold than the observed one.

Fig. 3 gives the cross sections for the processes''producing the two and one

carbon ionic products from the reaction C  + C2H4.  It will be noted that the cross

section curve for C2H4  has been reduced to one fourth of the observed

value in order to conveniently include it in the figure.  The actual yield

of this ion is much greater than any other product in this group of

reactions.  It arises from an exothermic (0.83 eV) charge transfer process.

The (2M3  ion arises from hydride ion transfer which process is exothermic

by 1.53 eV, consistent with experimental observation.  Other processes are

ruled out because of their endothermicity (see Table 1).

The process producing the C2H  ion is observed to be exothermic; and on

the basis of the thermodynamic values, the only process compatible with this is H2

; transfer.  The C2H  ion appears to be formed by an exothermic process, and

the only candidate reaction for this product is C  + C2H4 + C2H  + CH3

(0.5 eV).

Of the single carbon ions in this reaction, CH2  is the only one

'

observed.  The reaction appears to be exothermic, and H2 transfer is a

likely process since it is expected to be exothermic by 2.4 eV (see Table 1).

   r--'™ l
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Fig. 4 summarizes the results on the three carbon ion fragments
+

from this reaction.  C3H4  is not observed presumably because of the high            -

exothermicity (7.1 eV) which leads to a short lifetime and rapid dissocia-

tion to ions with fewer hydrogen.  C3H3  which is formed through an

exothermic process with a high AH = 5.9 eV is observed but with a very.

small cross section.

The (3  ion results from an endothermic process (AH = -0.4 eV).

The C3H  ion appears, from our experimental results, to arise from an

exothermic process.  We cannot make a significant comparison with existing

thermodynamic data on this ion because of the lack of reliable measurements

on the quantity.  All of these three carbon ions are probably produced by

complex formation and subsequent decomposition.  This is supported by the

general behavior of these ions with repeller voltage.

The cross sections for the ionic products from the reaction of

C  with acetylene are given in Fig. 5.  Only the three carbon atom ionic

products are expected to be exothermic in this system.  The ion C3H2  was

not observed presumably because of high exothermicity (5.25 eV) of the

reaction giving rise to the ion. The products C3H+ and (3  are both

expected to arise from exothermic reactions, and their cross section curves

seem to support this.  A reasonable mechanism for the production of the

three carbon atom ions is complex formation followed by dissociation.

i All of the two carbon atom ions in this reaction are expected

to arise from endothermic processes, and this seems to be borne out by

+
the experimental results.  C2H2  arises from an endothermic charge transfer

i process and its cross section curve rises from a threshold value and then

flattens out in the higher energy region.  The C2H  ion probably

r=r.. ·--'
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i
-

results from hydride ion transfer judging from analogy between other hydrocarbon

+
reactions with C ; however, the experimental results are also compatible with

the production of this ion from charge transfer and subsequent dissociation

of CH  .  Similar comments could be applied to (2  which can·arise from22
H2- transfer or from charge transfer and dissociation of C H     Either of22'
.these mechanisms would be compatible with appearance of a threshold and the

flatness of the cross section curves in the higher energy region.  One might
+

be tempted to use similar arguments as far as the production of CH  is con-

cerned, i.e. it results from charge transfer followed by dissociation.  How-

ever, one would expect the cross section curve to be flat in the higher

energy regions much like the C2H  ion curve.  The fact that the CH  cross

section curve rises from a threshold goes through a broad maximum and has a

critical energy beyond which its yield disappears suggests that it arises

by an H atom pickup mechanism.  If one had accurate thermodynamic informa-

tion, this suggestion could be tested from the observed threshold value and

the critical energy.

In Figures 1-5, the symbols represent data points'andleach point

indicated is an average of several observations.  In general, our reproducibility

is 5%.  The absolute accuracy of the cross sections .is, difficult to

estimate because of uncertainties in ion collection efficiencies.  In a

I number of instances, we have had the opportunity to compare our cross sections

i with those obtained.in other laboratories using instruments whose designs

differed considerably from ours.  The agreement between the cross sections

i

in these comparisons was within 25%.

This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic

Energy Commission.
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Table 1

Heats(a) of reaction (eV) for the

+2
reactions of C(P) +C H2n

Reaction Products of C  +C H26

C+CH+ -0.23826
CH+CH+ 2.1425                -
CH +CH+ 2.782  24
CH +H+CH  -0.152    23
CH +H +CH 0.0322  2  2

C2H4+ + H2 +
C 0.58

CH+ 8.0136
CH++H 6.1935
CH++H 5.6734  2
CH++H +H 4.5433  2
CH'++2H 1.9832   2
CH +2H +H 61.80)
3        2

CH++CH 3.723  23
CH++CH 2.83

2 24
CH++CH -0.5725
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aHeats of reaction (eV) for the

+,2
reactions of C ( P) + C2Hn (continued)

Reaction Products of C  + C2H4

CH++C 0.8324
CH++CH 1.5323
CH++CH 1.4222   2

C2H+ + CH3 0.49

CH++CH 2.442  22
CH+ 7.0934
CH++H 5.9133    -
CH++H+H (-0.37 )b32

(3+ + 2H2 -1.58

Reaction Products of C  +C H·                    22

CH                                                      5.2132
CH++H 0.44  )b3

+

C3  + H2
0.23

22CH++C -0.13

C2H+ +
CH -2.44

CH+ +
C2H -1.12

(a)  All heats of reaction were calculated using the compilation

of Franklin, et. al.
18

(b)  Indicates considerable uncertainty in value of the heat of

reaction
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Figure Captions

Figure 1  Cross sections vs C  kinetic energy.for reaction of C  + C2H6

to give     C2H6 , A C2Hs ,  0 C2Hz, , * C2H3 ' 0 C2H2 ,
+

and     C H
2

Figure 2  Cross sections vs C  kineti6 energy for reaction of C  + C2H6

to give * C3H3 , 0 C3H2+,   G C3H , 0 CH3+, v CH2+, and

0   CH+

Figure 3  Cross sections for the reaction of C  with C2H4 to give

8 C2H4 , 0  C2H3 ,  * C2H2+, 0 C2H+, and 0 CH2+ ·  The

C2H4  cross section is given as one quarter of its observed

value.

Figure 4  Cross sections for the reaction of C  with C2H4 to give

6  C3H3+, 0  C3H2+, 0 C3H+, and  0  (3+·

Figure 5  Cross sections for the reaction of C  with C2H2 to produce

0  C3H+, v (3 , 0 C2H2+, 0 C2H+, 0 C +, and 0 CH+.
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